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First published in 1986, Nan Goldins The Ballad of Sexual Dependency is a visual diary chronicling the
struggles for intimacy and understanding among the friends and lovers whom Goldin describes as her tribe.
These photographs described a lifestyle that was visceral, charged and seething with a raw appetite for living,
and the book soon became the swan song for an era that reached its peak in the early 1980s. Twenty-five
years later, Goldin's lush color photography and candid style still demand that the viewer encounter their

profound intensity head-on. As she writes: Real memory, which these pictures trigger, is an invocation of the
color, smell, sound and physical presence, the density and flavor of life. Through an accurate and detailed
record of Goldin's life, The Ballad of Sexual Dependency records a personal odyssey as well as a more

universal understanding of the different languages men and women speak.

By Miss Rosen on January 22 2020. The Ballad of Sexual Dependency a filmic slideshow presents hundreds
of intense intimate moments from Goldins life in New York during the 1970s and 80sthe artist in bed with her
lover drag queens kissing in bars a man suffering from HIV. View Christmas at the Other Side Boston 1972

By Nan Goldin gelatin silver print 15 x 19 78 in.
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The Other Side Nan Goldin Steidl Verlag This is an expanded and updated version of Nan Goldin s seminal
book The Other Side originally published in 1993. Nan Goldin se souvient Dès la première nuit passée à The
Other Side le bar de drag queens de Boston dans les années 1970 jai eu le sentiment de revivre. Nan Goldins
Extraordinary Document of Life on The Other Side. 40 x 50.5 cm. Nan Goldin This edition of The Other

Side. Nan Goldin born 1953 lives. Her roommates Ivy and Bea. 1 My edition is Goldin Nan The Other Side
Scalo. June 13 September 12 2020. and art production of the Lower East Side pre and post AIDS period.
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